**Strand I, Standard 1:1**  
Identify the elements of visual art, including color, line, shape, texture, and space.

The student will:  
(review 1st grade)

**Elements of Art**

**Color:**
- Select warm and cool colors.
- Contrast warm and cool colors.
- Produce secondary colors.
- Mix paint to produce other colors.
- Discuss emotional qualities of color.
- Create artwork using these colors.

**Line:**
- Locate lines in artwork and the environment.
- Create lines using different media.
- Create 2- and 3-dimensional artwork using these lines.

**Shape:**
- Locate square, circle, triangle, oval, and rectangle shapes in artwork.
- Discuss organic and geometric shapes.
- Create artwork using these shapes.

**Space:**
- Discuss and locate positive and negative space in artwork.
- Discuss and locate foreground, middleground, background space seen in artwork.
- Create artwork demonstrating these types of space.

**Texture:**
- Discuss various textures in artwork and the environment.
- Create artwork using texture.

**Principles of Design**

**Variety:**
- Locate and discuss the Elements of Art used to create variation in artwork and their environment.
- Create artwork demonstrating variation.

**Emphasis:**
- Name and locate emphasis in artwork and the environment.

**Contrast:**
- Locate and discuss the Elements of Art used to create contrast in artwork and their environment.
- Create artwork demonstrating contrast.

**Repetition:**
- Name and locate repetition (pattern) in artwork and the environment.
- Create artwork demonstrating pattern.